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Name: 

Step 1: Learn about Elements of Poetry
Below, you will see different elements of poetry. An element of poetry is something that a writer includes in a poem, like rhyming

words. Read about different elements of poetry.

 

A literary critic is a person who reads poems or stories and gives their opinions on them. For example, literary critics might say that they

like what a poem is about or like that a poem has rhyming words. However, they might also say that there are too many rhyming words,

which makes the poem hard to read. Literary critics write articles that are published in newspapers, magazines, or online! People read

articles that literary critics write so they can learn what experts in the field think about a piece of literature. 

 

Imagine you are a literary critic who is comparing two poems. You will write your opinions about the poems in an article. Follow the

steps below.

Tone
The feeling that a writer has towards the

main topic in the poem.

 

Example: 

Serious, humorous, scared, easy going

 

 

 Imagery
The use of words to create a picture for the

reader.

 

Example: 

The rain slowly dripped off the black branch.

 

 

 

Onomatopoeia
The use of words that sounds that sound

like a noise.

 

Example: 

Thump, buzz, crash, boom

 

 

 

 
Alliteration

The use of the same letter or sound at the

beginning of words.

 

Example: 

The sweet sound of summer makes me

smile.

 

 

 Step 2: Read two poems
Read the two poems on the next page. Then, answer the questions. Each poem has words that are underlined. The underlined words

have definitions that are listed at the end of each poem.
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Needle-noses: long and thin noses

Thrive: grow or do well

Brine: salty water

Swine: pigs

Poem #1

"Mosquitos" By Katherine Hauth
 

Mosquitoes,

with needle-noses

sucking blood

from elbows, cheeks, and chin

why were you not

designed to thrive

on brine, on swine,

or likewise-spiny

porcupines?

SLAP!

SLAP!

SLAP!

 

Definitions of words

 

Sliding board: playground slide      
Welt: large bump on the skin 
Skeeter: a nickname for a mosquito
Horsing on the monkey bars: playing on the monkey bars
Sly: clever or tricky

Poem #2
"Mosquito" By J. Patrick Lewis

 
I was climbing up the sliding board            
When suddenly I felt
A mosquito bite my bottom
And it raised a big red welt.                         
So I said to that mosquito,
“I'm sure you wouldn't mind
If I took a pair of tweezers
And I tweezered your behind!”
He shriveled up his body
And he shuffled to his feet,
And he said, “I'm awfully sorry
But a skeeter's got to eat!                        
Still, there are mosquito manners,
And I must have just forgot 'em.
And I swear I'll never never never
Bite another bottom."
But a minute later Archie Hill 
And Buck and Theo Brown 
Were horsing on the monkey bars,
Hanging upside down.
They must have looked delicious
From a skeeter's point of view
'Cause he bit 'em on the bottoms,
Archie, Buck and Theo too!
You could hear 'em goin' HOLY!
You could hear 'em goin' WHACK!
You could hear 'em cuss and holler,
Goin' smack, smack, smack.
A mosquito's awful sneaky,
A mosquito's mighty sly,                        
But I never never never
Thought a skeeter'd tell a lie.
 
Definitions of words
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Answer the questions below.

1. In Poems 1 and 2, where do you see examples of onomatopoeia? Give one example for each poem.

Poem #1: 

 
 

Poem #2: 

 

 

2. In both poems, the writers capitalize all of the letters in some words. Why do you think the writers capitalize the letters in the words?

  

 

 

3. Which poem uses more imagery? Explain your reasoning. 

 

 

 

4. In which poem does the writer talk to the mosquito? Put a box around words that the writer says to the mosquito. Put a circle around

words that the mosquito says to the writer. 

 

 

 

5. Which poem uses more rhyming words? Give an example of rhyming words.
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6. What do you think the writer mean in Poem #2 when he says, “A mosquito's awful sneaky, a mosquito's mighty sly, but I never never

never thought a skeeter'd tell a lie.” 

7. How are the poems different? Explain at least one way they are different.

8. How are the poems similar? Explain at least one way they are similar.

Step 3: Give a rating
Fill out the ratings below for each poem. You should fill out the ratings on how much you enjoyed reading each one. Fill in 1 star if you

didn’t like the poem at all and 5 stars if you liked the poem a lot.

Didn’t like

Poem #1

Liked a 

little

Liked a lot Didn’t like

Poem #2

Liked a 

little

Liked a lot
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